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A thank you from...
The Chairman

The Headmaster

All of us involved with Alleyn’s School are the

It has been about two years since our first

heirs to a distinguished tradition of benefaction,

Report on Giving at Alleyn’s, and in that time,

dating from our Founder’s original endowment

as the Chairman has said, we have achieved a

of a grammar school for twelve poor scholars

great deal with the kind and generous support

almost four hundred years ago. Since our

of donors. I am so grateful for that generosity

last donors’ report in 2013, we have run two

of time, expertise or funds (or indeed all three)

successful annual telephone campaigns,

offered from across the generations of the wider

inaugurated a Donors’ Memorial Bursary,

Alleyn’s community, and for the understanding

and received a donation of $300,000 from

of the real need for our Advancing Alleyn’s

an Old Boy which enables us to replace our

initiative which underpins it. We have much still

ageing all-weather Astro-pitch this summer.

to do, of course; but for the moment I would

All decisions to give to Advancing Alleyn’s have far-reaching consequences,

like simply to pause and celebrate your participation. As we await the opening

and I want to thank each and every one of you for sharing our vision of

of the new Science Building in the autumn of 2015, we are making plans for

what needs to be done, and making sacrifices, of whatever size, to help

the further development of our site at the same time as aiming to make the

the Headmaster and Governors realise their ambitions for the School. It has

education it supports accessible to as many pupils as possible, regardless of

been clear to me at a number of recent fund-raising gatherings that there

family income. These things take time, and they also take money; but above

is a growing recognition that a great school like Alleyn’s needs to invest

all, they take conviction, energy and commitment. Everyone can be proud of

above and beyond what fee-income allows, if it is to continue to meet the

what has been accomplished through Advancing Alleyn’s in the last two

needs of its pupils, be a force for public good, and remain true to its values

years – and we certainly couldn’t have done it without you! My sincere thanks

and traditions, which I know you cherish, as I do. Thank you for your

and very best wishes. I hope you enjoy the Report.

continuing support for our School.
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News in Brief
Your response to the Advancing Alleyn’s initiative has raised over £400,000 in the
reporting period for the goals of increased bursary funding, improved facilities and
enhanced equipment. Contributions have come from many sections of our community
and supported a broad range of requirements at the School, including many teacherrecommended projects. These projects included a 3-D printer, an Olympic timing system
for the swimming pool, outdoor lights and cardiovascular equipment, practice room
pianos and music masterclasses, and equipment for the new science building which
will open, also with donor support, early in the next school year.
About half of our donors choose to allocate their gifts to specific areas, either to
bursaries or to facilities and curriculum, while unrestricted gifts have enabled the School
to respond to needs in a flexible way.
Advancing Alleyn’s has hosted eight professional networking events, welcoming guests
from the fields of science, law, medicine, the civil service and armed forces, the creative
arts, engineering, the media and finance at significant venues. The evenings have
created opportunities for people to share ideas, pool experiences and learn how they can contribute to the School’s endeavours to foster the professionals of the future.
Two annual Friends of Alleyn’s events have been held, in 2013 and 2014, both in December, welcoming altogether 160 former parents, members of staff and other supporters
of the School for an evening during which pupils perform highlights from school productions. This group was created through the suggestion and encouragement of the School
community, as an opportunity for those who have built up strong connections and relationships at Alleyn’s over the years to continue or to re-forge those connections.
The Donors’ Memorial Bursary has been made possible from pledges of more than £100,000 generated from the telephone campaigns together with other bursary donations.
By combining these generous gifts, we were able to endow a new full-fee bursary for September 2014.
Two Annual Donors’ Receptions took place in September of 2013 and 2014. The Annual Donor Reception is one way Alleyn’s acknowledges and celebrates its benefactors,
thanking them for their invaluable support over the year. The evenings are well-attended with a growing number of our donors getting the chance to see at first-hand some
of the fruits of this year’s Annual Fund, meet the callers who spoke to them during the telephone campaign, and gain an insight into the School’s future plans.
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my gift to

‘‘

Alleyn’s – Nicholas Jarmany

“I had a great time at Alleyn’s in the Senior School. Looking back now I realise how fortunate I was to have both a happy and

rewarding school life that also set me up for my future.
After I left at 18 I had no real contact with the School. I have spent a lot of my career working abroad.

I was re-awakened by the 30th reunion call. I had always thought ‘I must go back’ but the thirty-year mark was something

I couldn’t miss.
I saw lots of friends and walked around the School. I saw what had changed and, importantly, what hadn’t. It was a very
powerful thing, reconnecting with the daily life of the School in that way.
I have been fortunate with my career recently, which has enabled me to give something back to the School and help future generations.
When I was at Alleyn’s I certainly benefitted from people outside the School, who I didn’t know, helping with various items such
as computers and equipment. I think that people should seize the opportunity, which only the School can provide, to help.
Like everyone at Alleyn’s I was advantaged enormously from the wide variety of extra curricular activities that were available, even in
the 70s. This is something I believe really marks the School out, not just the teaching. My Physics teacher, Chris Marvin, was a great
teacher and my form master in 2BM, but much more than that he encouraged us and gave us the ability to do stage lighting, electronics
and extra-curricular projects. I built my career on the back of that as did my friends!
So, equipment that could re-create that kind of opportunity for today’s pupils was an obvious place to make a contribution. Things
are a bit different these days – in my day we climbed the beams in the Great Hall, with no supervision, never mind safety devices, to put
the lighting up. Today I am donating a cloud chamber, and an observatory on the roof of the new Science building, complete with railings
and planning permission. But the need to provide hands-on opportunity is the same – to introduce pupils to the potential of fields such
as engineering and electronics through subjects like Science and Design at Alleyn’s.
It is only when one is young that one can really learn the basics of a technical profession, and where that can take one is incredible
– into business, finance, management of large global companies or as an entrepreneur, not just as a technical person.
We need to start young people on that journey, to help them realise their potential, and I am very pleased to be able to play my part in this.”

I have been fortunate with my career recently, which has enabled me
to give something back to the School and help future generations.
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my gift to

‘‘

Alleyn’s – Jess Lawrence

“I was on a music scholarship at Alleyn’s and the Music department was practically my second home. I am so
grateful for all they taught me and I dread to think what my musical (and personal) development would have
been if it weren’t for my time at Alleyn’s. I’m a very recent leaver, fairly new to the alumni community – in fact

it doesn’t even feel like I’ve really left yet. The support and encouragement I received at Alleyn’s was

second-to-none, and it continued throughout my university life and even now at the start of my career. I
was invited back to the School two years ago to be involved in the alumni telephone campaign and was
overwhelmed with the number of alumni, all with significantly more life experience than I, who had the same
lovely and warm time at Alleyn’s. Their generosity was inspiring and I knew that I would want to be part of that
supportive community later in life. The next year I found myself back as part of the team of callers, really enjoying
supporting the School in this way and the amazing buzz from speaking to so many alumni who truly loved their time at
Alleyn’s. I decided to start giving last year from a place of pure gratitude for all the musical support and lessons that I had received for free
and wanting to make that a possibility for future children at the School. Alleyn’s is such a generous environment, with teachers and staff
going out of their way to give their time, resources and encouragement. I think it relies on generosity to keep it going and to make it the
excellent school that it is, and I am more than happy to play my part.”

Telephone Campaigns
Since starting the Advancing Alleyn’s telephone campaigns we have raised in
excess of £210,000, which is a fantastic result in a short time. Donations have
come almost equally from alumni and from parents. This campaign supports
the Annual Fund, which in turn has enabled us to increase bursary support,
and allow the School to purchase staff-recommended equipment that enhances
pupils’ education. We are particularly thankful to our campaign champions, who join
the campaign to share their stories of why they believe in Advancing Alleyn’s as a way
to achieve the goals of the School. In July 2015 we shall run our third campaign, with young alumni. They will
be calling alumni and former and current parents to update them on School news and on Advancing Alleyn’s.
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I decided to start
giving last year from a
place of pure gratitude
for all the musical
support and lessons
that I had received for
free and wanting to
make that a possibility
for future children at
the School.

my gift to

‘‘

Alleyn’s – the Cornflower Club

“I was privileged to receive my education through the Direct Grants scheme and

“My father died in September 1941. I was born in October. My mother worked

believe that the rounded education I received formed sound foundations for my

full-time to bring me up but by the age of 10, I was a street-wise hooligan.

future life and I have fond memories of every aspect of my years at the School. Having

Unexpectedly, I passed an 11 plus and was offered a place at Alleyn’s. The next

experienced the benefits of an Alleyn’s education I would like to help someone else to

six years completely changed my life. I can think of no better thing than to assist

enjoy that opportunity and believe that this will be an appropriate and fitting use of

other young people to take advantage of the benefits that I was offered of good

a proportion of my estate once I have died, while still allowing me to ensure that my

guidance, good understanding and a good education, by teachers who knew

family are well-provided for. It is my way of giving something back to the School

instinctively how to deal with someone like me. I will be forever grateful for this

which gave me so much.”

opportunity to help.”

Colin Burgess

Derek Rogers
Having experienced the benefits
of an Alleyn’s education I
would like to help someone
else to enjoy that opportunity
and believe that this will be
an appropriate and fitting use
of a proportion of my estate...

Legacy Gifts
In 2012 we set up the Cornflower Club legacy society
to acknowledge the foresight and generosity shown
by those who had let the School know of their plans
to leave a gift to Alleyn’s in their will. A legacy is an
incredibly personal gift to make and we are extremely
grateful to those who have chosen to remember Alleyn’s.
So far 34 members have joined the Cornflower Club. They will
make a lasting difference to both the lives of future generations of Alleyn’s pupils
and the School itself.
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The impact of giving –
Duke of Edinburgh

The pupils
have this to say
about these
pieces of
equipment:

Gifts to Advancing Alleyn’s have made a difference in many simple but
significant ways. The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme has been able to
acquire tracker devices through the initiative, and we wanted to share the
difference it has made for pupils in venturing into remote areas.
And from the coordinator of the Duke of Edinburgh scheme,

Bronze Year 10
“Comforting to know
that Big Brother was
watching us and
would help us in an
emergency.”

Mr Richard Alldrick:
“These really are invaluable pieces of equipment and enable us to track
where the groups are at any given point on their expedition. It allows us to
know that they have arrived at their campsite safely and, if needed, pupils
can call out the emergency services if they are unable to get in touch with
staff.
This helps me and my team enormously when we are checking and
supervising groups; in particular it offers a huge amount of reassurance
both to the staff and to the Senior Management Team and, most
importantly, to parents. I cannot thank the donors enough and it is lovely
coming from parents who know the importance of D of E and the way
that their children have gained so much from the Award.”

Photo of DofE students/wilds
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Bronze Year 10
“Nice to feel the
reassurance of
having the
trackers.”

Silver Year 11
“Very useful and very
effective. It was reassuring
to know the teachers
always knew where we
were and could be
contacted if there was
a problem.”

Our APA
– Sue Chandler, Deputy Head
The Alleyn’s Parents’ Association is a really important part of the Alleyn’s
community and does a huge amount to support the School in many ways,
not least practical and financial. Committee meetings are an opportunity
for discussions on a wide variety of topics and ensure that communication
in both directions is positive and open. We work collaboratively in a variety
of ways throughout the year: in the planning of a number of events.
The APA have generously supported Advancing Alleyn’s and we are most
grateful for their endorsement of this specific initiative.

Gold Year 12
“Gives a sense of
independence and
provided comfort
knowing someone
could help us if
need be.”

Silver Year 11
“It was nice to
know we have
the back-up of
being tracked.”
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the impact

‘‘

of

Alleyn’s – Sam Akinwumi

“Having the great pleasure of studying at Alleyn’s in my opinion improved me
so much as a person. It is not every day someone gets an opportunity as great

as the one I was afforded. The School was fully accepting from the first day
I stepped through the iron gates, making me both Basketball Captain and a

Senior Prefect after just one year. My journey through Alleyn’s has been one of

the best experiences of my life, one that has brought me to a great destination.
At the moment I am studying Chemical Engineering at The University of Bath,
while also playing basketball for the Bath first team; being a student Rep
for my course and trying to start a new Spoken Word Society.”

“At Alleyn’s I was encouraged to pursue my passions and develop my

“Our children have had a wonderful education at Alleyn’s; they developed many

thirst for learning beyond the curriculum, whereas at my previous school

social and personal skills. Their academic education was excellent and that has

I had not received much support and encouragement. I am very grateful

enabled them to excel in higher education. They were exposed through the School

that I was given a Sixth Form Bursary, as without it I believe I would not

to people in the fields in which they were interested. They also had helpful work

have received such an outstanding education, which has given me the

experience thanks to the School’s connections. We are so proud of our children, the

necessary foundation for undergraduate-level study.”

eldest of whom is about to graduate, the second has started a course at university

Sixth Form Bursary recipient

and we look forward to seeing what the youngest will achieve after Alleyn’s.”

Parent of bursary recipients
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Bursaries

‘‘

at

Alleyn’s – Stephen Smith, Lower School Head

“Over the years, I have seen the presence of the means-tested bursaries provide
a platform for so many opportunities for pupils who would otherwise not
be able to afford to attend Alleyn’s. The expansion of the bursary scheme
has already led to a significant increase in the number of Lower School
bursary recipients, which I am excited to see expand in the coming
years. In my view, Alleyn’s provides them with a uniquely supportive
and caring environment, full of opportunities not only to learn about
subjects that they have never studied before (like Latin and three
separate Sciences) but also to sample a huge and exciting selection
of clubs at lunchtime or after school for which the School is so well

“I knew I was smitten with Alleyn’s
when the word “kindness”, as an
expectation amongst their pupils,
was mentioned so frequently on our
visit. I see now it is a seam running
through everything. It’s hard asking
for money, for help. The generosity
of spirit in stepping forward so

known. It’s been wonderful to be able to observe pupils, who

comprehensively to support my

previously had few extra-curricular clubs available to them, suddenly

daughter has been astonishing.

discover drama or Fives or a passion for debating. And then I see them
progress through the School and develop a passion and unexpected
talent for Drama, Dance, Singing, Greek or DT. Long may it continue!”

We are so overwhelmingly grateful
for being so entirely accepted on
straight terms of merit.”

Parent of bursary recipient
“Alleyn’s allowed me to explore subjects, going further than the standard

“I had a great seven years at Alleyn’s School. The school environment

curriculum, owing to the teachers who were impressive in what they taught

was friendly and hard-working and I made many great friends over the

and gave time to the many lunchtime and after-school clubs. I also made an

years. I felt the teachers were interested in helping us achieve the best

amazing group of friends, who I know that I will continue to see for many

we could which is something that friends who attended other schools

years to come. I can confidently say that there is nowhere where I would have

say they lacked. I hope to be able to give back to the School once I

had a more beneficial and happy seven years of education than Alleyn’s.”

have established my career so that the younger generation can also

Bursary recipient

have similar experiences.”

Bursary recipient
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2013 to 2015
in numbers
Amount raised – £418,337 Gift aid – £38,909
Number of donors –

487

Age range

22 to 94 years old

8 houses within the years 1938 to 2011
Supporting more than 6 diverse strands including

Donors from all

bursaries/sports/arts/music/science/volunteering

2 facility projects – a swimming pool and science building
1 big thank you
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1938
1939
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2006
2009
2011

The years you
come from
Alumni donors by leaving year

Your Houses

Tyson’s

Tulley’s

Spurgeon’s

Roper’s

Dutton’s

Cribb’s

Brown’s

Brading’s
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Donors
The following donors made

Alumni Donors

a gift to Advancing Alleyn’s

by their Year

between April 1, 2013 and
March 31, 2015. 43 donors
have asked to remain
anonymous. While all care
and attention has been
taken in drawing up this list,
we apologise for any errors
or omissions.
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1954

Bruce Plaice-Leary

1963

Les Smith

1972

Michael Landry

Nicholas Singer

John Michael Allen

Michael Watts

John Abram

Bryan Pick

Rodney Stent

Richard Buttler

1967

Graham Atkins

David Plummer

Barry Swannie

David Foulds

Spencer Beal

Gordon Blair

1955

David Tagg

Colin Henderson

Brent Calvin

Alan Croft

Henry Pomeroy

1960

John F Hurle

Robert Foulds

Michael di Palma

1938

Michael St Vincent

David Barnes

Keith Rodwell

Philip Leat

Colin Fish

Keith Edwards

1956

Peter Carlile

1964

Roger Parkinson

Andrew McLintock

1939

Robert Clutterbuck

Graham Fisher

David Batten

David Rebel

Paul Merchant

John Eberhart

Nigel Dean

Rowland Rickwood

Chris Bolton

Leslie Waller

David Owen

1941

Alexander Henner

Peter Tindell

Peter Boyce

Geoff Wood

Peter Somerville

Bernard Gildersleve

Johan Koolhaas Revers

Michael Turnham

Colin Gibbs

1968

Michael Wood

1942

Alan Williams

Tony Webb

Robert Howe

Brian Croft

1973

Frederick Evans

1957

1961

Richard Percival

Douglas Higgs

Graham Aslin

Cornflower Club

Bill Jones

Brian Andrews

Richard Beams

John Phipps

Michael J Kemp

Chris Barker

The recognition group for

Richard Lonsdale

Roger Atkins

Stuart Burnett

Robert Richardson

Ian Thompson

Peter Collier

all legacy donors

1943

John Barnes

Terry Cannon

David Snasdell

Nick Wells

Timothy Inge

We are deeply grateful to

Peter Philpott

Chris Briere-Edney

Anthony Cheeseman

Michael Sumpter

1969

Andrew Richardson

the 34 members of our

1944

Robert Chenery

Peter Christmas

Roger Whitten

Christopher Needham

1974

community who have left

Peter Huxley

Maurice Eaglen

David Cross

Peter Wright

Richard Nye

Richard Gibbs

legacies, or who have

1945

David Martin

Alan Fitzgerald

1965

Martin Qualters

Richard Godfrey

indicated that there is

David Teakle

Hugh Pritchard

Colin Gosling

Tony Bass

Robert Soames

Neil Hardwick

provision in their will for

1946

Robert Russell

Peter Harris

Stefan Gatward

1970

Peter Hazzard

the School. They include:

Peter May

Derrick Willer

Michael Holmes

Murray Hallam

Kurt Soezen

Mike Reed

Angela Brownbill

David Pratt

1958

Michael David Khan

Peter Marriott

John Andrews

1975

Colin Burgess

1947

Keith Borgust

Anthony McMullan

David Potter

David Druce

Nick Bamford

Mark Fox

William Andrews

Kenneth Harrison

Roger Mobsby

Robert Rixon

Richard Fielder

Colin Burgess

Stefan Gatward

Leslie Lyons

James Hart

John Palmer

Paul Selwyn

Peter Hamilton

Paul Capper

Gerry Goodrich

1948

Nevile Henderson

Ian Runham

Richard Swann

Robert Hazell

Christopher Harper
Keith Mayers

Paul Henderson

David Green

Frederick Holmes

David Thomas

Paul Warren

Richard Mason

Roger Legg

John Parkinson

Robert Lee

1962

Jeremy White

Graham Middleton

1976

John Lennox

Norman Wetherick

Darryl Pinto

Graham Boyes

Robert Winslow

John Retter

Stephen Ashworth

Michael Llewellyn-Smith

1950

John Purcell

Vivyan Cole

1966

Robert Tilley

Julian Clayton

Steve Marians

Peter Rodway

John Ringshall

Christopher Godwin

John Dyson

1971

David Crisp

Colin Niven

1951

Ralph Salter

David King

Paul Frost

Michael Carver

Rod Cummins

John Pretlove

Roger Legg

1959

Daniel Roberts

Andrew Grundy

Rod Davis

Russell Fletcher

Derek Rogers

1952

Roger Anderson

David Sawyer

Philip Harris

Graham De Baerdemaecker

James Gilbart

Bob Skelly

Tony Catherall

Ian Collie

Alan Sharp

David Hebden

Nigel Dingley

Anthony Moss

Michael Swindlehurst

Ted Lewis

Mike Edwards

Chris Shirtcliffe

John Lewis

Barry Harding

Roger Shepherd

David Thomas

1953

Frank Haylett

Brian Swann

Edward Lord

Steve Holley

David Skinner

Robert Tilley

John Edney

Stuart McMinn

Patrick Charles Veasey

Howard Nicholson

Martin Lilley

Michael Walsh

Dennis Lomas

John Newton

John Smith

Ian Welch

1977

1983

1991

Simon Payne

Friends

Stephen Meade

Emma Lane

Ian Burgess

Sarah Albon

Nikki Bagwell

Helen Thomas

Claire Axson

Brian Meldrum

Andrew Lennox

Richard Clayton

Ivan Buckle

Georgina Cadby

1998

Audrey Dennis

Hattie Mole

Rupert Linton

Stephen Collins

James Collen

Elizabeth Court

Jonathan Hilliger

Diane Hugo

Trevor Moore

Rafael Marks

Pierre Marcar

Charles Courtney

Anthony Ofosu

Richard Laslett

Andy Wilson

Sumiyo Nishizaki

Paul McGill

Alexander Nuthall

Robert Golle

1992

Anna Reynolds

Burbage Theatre Company

David Panton

Simon Neve

Ken Slater

Simon Jacob

Diana Battrick

2000

Steven Parker

James Nye

1978

Stephen Rail

Daniel Frydman

Kate Bewick

Parents of former pupils

Julia Porter

Sharon O’Connor

Bernard Lane

Matthew Smith

Hannah Ockendon-Rowe

Helen Blackie

Martin Ackland

Liz Pride

Patricia Ojo

William Phelps

Andy Watson

Kathryn Poulter

Benedict Cole

M Aritone

Simon Sandberg

David Pringle

1979

1984

Victoria Roberts

2001

Iain Barbour

Barbara Schymyck

Andrew Reid

Patrick Boyns

Diana Ciccognani

Charlotte Sax

Katherine Hall

Filip Boyen

Kirit Shah

Simon Rowe

John Fry

Howard Dalziel

Robert Whittall

Laura Portway

Peter Brooke-Ball

Susan Skidmore

Simon Sheffield

Dominic MacLeod

Mette Dohm-Karatjas

1993

Richard Tarrant

Anthony Buckner

Ian Thai

Maxim Shvedov

Dave Slaney

Simon Holder

Tamara Allen

2002

Shirley Buckner

Andrew Tottenham

Ali Smith

Ian Teague

Joanna Kent

Hugo Boyce

Jonathan Hirsch

Hung Bui

Noël Tredinnick

Tom Standage

1980

Hayden Webber

Joanna Marrs

Amy Nash

Lynne Burstall

Simon Trewin

Gill Stones

Tim Church

1985

Alasdair Sutherland

Marisa Qualters

Barbara Cassely

Janet Walters

David Straker

Nicholas Jarmany

Jill Hopkins

Joanna Williams

Henry Smith

Giles Davies

Jane Watson

Jean Tardy-Joubert

Roger Loving

1986

1994

2003

Spencer De Grey

Phil Nicholls

Jane Battersby

Alison Horgan

Tom Matthews

Marilyn Dyrbus

Parents

Jonathan Thomas

Pankaj Patel

William Frost

Thomas Irvin

Benedict Wordsworth

Jeremy Edwards

Neil Aitken

Elena Vorobeva

Julian Siedlecki

Timothy Wareham

Polly Morris

2004

David Eyres

Ian Austen-Jones

Nalin Wickremeratne

1981

1987

Rachel Nicholls

Samuel Ewens

Martin Forde

Ian Baggs

Christine Zanabi

Neale Andrews

Ian Patrides

Ben Park

2006

Grenville Fox

Simon Barker

Andrew Dowsett

Russell Nicholson

1995

Briony Fitzsimons

Deborah Greenhalgh

Giles Bates

Professional

Iain Ellis

Rachael Peddie

Bernard Aryeetey

Elizabeth Frost

Jane Gregory

Simon Beddow

Lake Market Research

Anthony Leonard

1988

Joy Elton

Jesal Patel

Neil Harradine

Robbie Broughton

Christopher Murphy

James Currie

Marcus Mayers

2009

John Haworth

Graeme Coulthard

Supporter

Trevor Pryer

David Doughty

Thomas Nesbit

Zainab Lawal

Kathy Hook

Susan Dawber

APA – Alleyn’s Parents’

Andrew Sneary

Victoria Hilton

1996

2011

Kankay Hubbard

Simon Deal

Association

Peter Vialls

Elspeth Reeves

Jane Canham

Jessica Lawrence

Jo Hulton

Richard Dodd

Dave Woollatt

Ian Stone

Benjamin Lewis

Angela Ingman

Christian Dummett

1982

1989

Louisa Stuber

Former staff

Tony Jones

Grant Duncan

Hamish Buchanan

Matthew Smith

1997

Jill Butler

Ann Kenrick

Tim Eicke

Paul Densham

Craig Anderson

Jassim Ahmad

Peter Friedlander

Zainab Lamina

Andrew George

Judy Gudgeon

Lucy Barlow

Hazel Boyd

Colin McCay

Andy Laurence

Alec Greenlees

Arthur Hunt

Lucy Hill

Carolyn Burke

Gilbert McMillan

Robin Lawrence

David Hart

Andrew Low

Jason Tomlins

Frederick Easey

Colin Page

Geoff Le Pard

Oliver Johnson

Ian Patrides

1990

Adriano Gigante

Susie Schofield

Chris Lewis

Martha Jones

Colin Robbins

Leilah Sylvester

Rachel Kempster

David Young

Iain Macdowall

Ailsa Kegler

Scott Malkin

Margaret Knottenbelt

Justin Sutton

Scott Pattenden

Philip ter Woort
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“My journey
through Alleyn’s has
been one of the best
experiences of my life,
one that has brought
me to a great
destination.”

“I can confidently
say that there is
nowhere where I would
have had a more beneficial
and happy seven years
of education than
Alleyn’s.”
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“Looking back
now I realise how
fortunate I was to have
both a happy and
rewarding school life that
also set me up
for my future.”

“I hope to be
able to give back to the
School once I have
established my career so
that the younger
generation can also have
similar experiences.”

If you would like to find out how you can support Alleyn’s
please contact the Development and Alumni Office:
Stephanie MacMillan, Director of Development: 020 8557 1545
Martha Jones, Head of Alumni Relations: 020 8557 1588
Rosalind Archer, Development and Alumni Officer: 020 8557 1466
Alleyn’s School, Townley Road, London SE22 8SU
alleyns.org.uk
development@alleyns.org.uk

